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Abstract

With the growing popularity of integrating mobile networks and social networks, people now enjoy a freer and more efficient means of communication. Smarter mobile devices facilitate modern human life. In the information age, various new types of information have begun to appear. How to disseminate content to people in a swift and fair way has long been a question. Choosing the right strategy for content distribution is especially crucial for mobile social networks. In this thesis project we use epidemic models for content distribution in mobile social networks.

Stochastic mobility models and an SIR epidemic model are set up in the evaluation. We analyze the impact of various parameters of mobility models and epidemic model on content distribution’s success rate and delivery delay. Also, we exploit the social relationships to facilitate content distribution and show the impact of social relationships on content distribution.

Simulations have shown that increasing speed and node number in the mobility models will have positive impact on content distribution success rate as well as decreasing the delay. The infect time limit and infect count limit of the epidemic model are also important for swiftly distributing content while considering energy consumption and fairness for nodes.

In the social relationship simulation, nodes’ meeting times during a period of time are calculated and a threshold based on a certain level of meeting times is used for categorizing the friendship relationships between nodes. The results show that it will be easier for a successful distribution to be achieved as the social relationship between nodes gets stronger. Also, the delay shows a decreasing trend until reaching the ideal distribution delay time.
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Sammanfattning


Stokastiska rörlighet modeller och en SIR-epidemi modell sätts upp i utvärderingen. Vi analyserar effekterna av olika parametrar rörlighet modeller och epidemisk modell påinnehållsdistribution s framgång och leveransförsening. Dessutom utnyttjar vi de sociala relationerna för att underlätta distribution av innehåll och visa hur sociala relationer pådistribution av innehåll.

Simuleringar har visat att ökad hastighet och nodnummer i rörlighet modellerna kommer att ha en positiv inverkan pådistribution av innehåll framgång samt att minska fördröjningen. Den infektera tid och infektera räkna gräns epidemin modellen är ocksåviktiga för att snabbt distribuera innehåll och samtidigt överväga energiförbrukning och rättvisa för noder.

I den sociala relationen simulering är noder möte tid under en tidsperiod beräknas och en tröskel baserad påen viss nivåav mötestiden används för att kategorisera vänskap relationer mellan noder. Resultaten visade att det blir lättare för en lyckad spridning uppnås som den sociala relationen mellan noder blir starkare. Dessutom visar fördröjningen en nedåtgående trend tills den når fördröjningen av en ideal fördelning.

Sökord: innehåll distribution, epidemi, sociala nätverk
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/G</td>
<td>autonomous gossiping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSR</td>
<td>Dynamic Source Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTN</td>
<td>Delay Tolerant Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>Gauss-Markov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>global positioning service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt</td>
<td>meeting time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSNs</td>
<td>Mobile Social Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODE</td>
<td>Ordinary differential equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>personal communication service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>personal digital assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE</td>
<td>Partial differential equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDM</td>
<td>Random Direction Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
<td>RandomWaypoint Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIR</td>
<td>Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Susceptible-Infectious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR</td>
<td>Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS</td>
<td>Susceptible-Infective- Susceptible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM</td>
<td>social pressure metric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless technologies embedded in portable mobile devices have promoted the direct exchange of information (hereafter referred to as content) among people. Within a short range, content that you might be interested could be directly transmitted to you from a device belonging to another person who happens to be standing, sitting, or passing near enough to you for your device’s wireless communication link to successfully transfer this content from this other person’s device to your device. In this situation, transferring content between the two portable mobile devices via a short range wireless communication link can be seen as “a close analogy to the oldest and best-studied disease epidemics”[2]. The analogy of information dissemination to a biological epidemic helps us to understand the potential for transferring information over an intermittent network, where the route from a source to a destination is dynamic and unpredictable due to the mobile nodes, movements and due to the limited (and environmentally dependent) communication range of a given radio link. Using an epidemic model to understand content distribution is the main aim of this thesis project. We are specifically going to look at an epidemic content dissemination model in the context of a mobile network environment while considering social relationships between people.

1.1 Problem description

In this master’s thesis, we want to examine content dissemination in the context of a mobile social network. Similar to the spread of a disease during an epidemic, content dissemination will take place in a (physically) mobile network. An example of such a network is a wireless ad hoc network. However, the goal for content distribution is different from simply exploiting epidemic routing (see [3] for details of epidemic routing). The main goal of the content dissemination
mechanism is to swiftly distribute content to people in a society. In this thesis project, we try to examine an epidemic content diffusion method that can achieve both fairness and efficiently distribute content. In our evaluation of the proposed solution we will analyze a number of different factors of both mobility models and diffusion algorithms that may have impact on the success rate of this method of content distribution. One problem is to find a suitable mobility model for use during our evaluation, and to examine how this mobility model affects the results of the content distribution. Another problem is to define a diffusion algorithm for efficient content delivery which will quickly delivery content to a community of people with the lowest latency, while minimizing the energy consumption of all the devices. The last problem is to study what impact social relationships have on success rate and latency of content distribution.

1.2 Structure of this thesis

An overview of this thesis was given in the previous paragraphs. The rest of the thesis is divided into four chapters.

In Chapter 2, the background work is reviewed to provide a basis for the rest of this thesis and to facilitate the reader’s ability to understand the rest of this thesis and its context. Chapter 3 describes the goals, metrics, and solutions proposed for simulations, including the mobility models and infection algorithms that have been used. Social related implementation is also introduced in this chapter. The results of simulations are analyzed and evaluated in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of previous work and give suggestions for future implementation and modifications to the models and algorithms utilized in this thesis. Reflections on this work in terms of economic, social, and ethical issues relevant to this work are also discussed in this final chapter.

1.3 Limitations

There are some limitations for this work. This work use Matlab to simulate node’s movement and nodes who meet the conditions can delivery content to each other. The mobility models set up are stochastic models, not real traces. The content delivery time is ignored and we do not simulate large size content delivery which might take up to minutes or hours. Also, there is no mechanisms for notifying nodes when a certain type of content is successful delivered to all. Last but not least, the simulation time is limited due to the simulation environment restrictions.
Chapter 2

Background

As wireless communication has become widely deployed and integrated into everyday human life, a new means for information dissemination among people is available. People can conveniently gather information or communicate with others through their wireless devices. The very high penetration rate of wireless devices, many of which are always on, has lead to a new opportunity to distribute content via wireless networks. Research using bio-inspired networking has attract a lot of attention. In this chapter, we will introduce related work.

2.1 Epidemic routing

Various protocols have been proposed for opportunistic routing in intermittent networks. In April 2000, Vahdat and Becker’s protocol [3] was introduced. This is one of the pioneer works concerning epidemic routing in a partitioned mobile ad hoc network. Their flooding based mechanism is based on the theory that if we allow random exchanges of messages among entities holding different messages, then all messages will be received by all nodes within “a bounded amount of time”. The goal of this mechanism is to maximize message delivery rate and to minimize message delivery latency, as well as to minimize the system resources consumed in message delivery. Similar to this protocol, other protocols such as those proposed by Grossglauser and Tse[4] and Groenevelt, Nain, and Koole [5] use variations of a two-hop relay protocol, which can be regarded as an epidemic protocol with hop count of two.

Since flooding mechanisms are commonly used in epidemic routing and their overhead is relative high, a autonomous gossiping (A/G) self-organizing epidemic algorithm for selective information dissemination method is proposed by Datta, Quarteroni, and Aberer in [6]. Instead of flooding the whole network, the A/G
algorithm chooses target nodes based on the data items’ own profile and the target node’s profile in order to selectively spread content. Policies such as migration and replication are used together with a utility value. This utility value is increased or decreased as a reward or punishment for efficient delivery. The completeness of this A/G content-based dissemination was evaluated and it was observed that this algorithm does not guarantee the completeness of data delivery. As a result the A/G self-organizing epidemic algorithm is only suitable for situations where completeness is not critical or when minimizing the overhead is more important than completeness. Another method introduced by Hayashi, Hara, and Nishio in [7] provides an epidemic method that reduces the communication traffic for data dissemination. When mobile hosts communicate with each other, each of the nodes needs to update its data items. Invalidation reports are disseminated to cause nodes to discard old data replicas. It is shown in the paper that compared to the other conventional methods introduced in [7], the proposed method of exploiting an epidemic model generates the lowest traffic for update data dissemination.

As epidemic spreading of context has become an interest of the research community, how information diffuses during the propagation process has been widely discussed. In [8], a definitive metric called “reproductive rate” is determined which can well characterize the rate at which information diffuses as a function of the node density, mobility, radio range, etc. In this work a mathematical formula is deduced using a Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) epidemic routing algorithm under the Random Direction Mobility (RDM) mobility model. Simulation has been used to evaluate the accuracy. Similarly in [9], a simple Susceptible-Infectious (SI) epidemic model is analyzed with a mathematical formulation describing its propagation process, leading to the result that this model can be well modeled by a “deterministic compartmental epidemic model”. This model is characterized by the infection rate, where the infection rate has a relationship with node density.

Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) can be used for investigating basic epidemic routing. We can calculate the average delivery delay by using the SIR model, ODEs, and a Markov process [10]. Such mathematical epidemiology has also been used in [11] for modeling the ideal information propagation in a sparsely connected network and a wave-like solution for modeling message propagation is analyzed using a reaction-diffusion partial differential equation (PDE). The PDE models in [11] are the evolution of the density of informed nodes, so this is a replacement for the “well-mixed ODE” in [10] under a uniform density assumption.

If it is still not clear that different mobility models will greatly affect the performance of epidemic routing, then the study in [12] directly analyzes the
importance of choosing appropriate mobility models in network performance investigation. Using the Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR), four different mobility models were simulated and the performance metrics such as data packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, average hop count, and protocol overhead were compared. Among the four mobility models, there are three entity mobility models: Random Walk Mobility Model, Random Direction Mobility Model, and Random Waypoint Mobility Model. According to the simulation results, Random Waypoint model has the highest data packet delivery ratio, the lowest end-to-end delay, and lowest average hop count. However, this only suggests that Random Waypoint Mobility Model stressed the DSR less than the other two entity mobility models. The paper suggests that the performance of a network protocol should be evaluated with the most suitable mobility model that “matches the expected real-world scenario”.

2.2 Mobile Social Network related work

As social networks grow more significant in human life, recent researches focuses on social relationships more than ever. A mobile social network is considered to be another type of mobile ad hoc network with human social relationships considered in the topology. Social interactions between people will strongly affect their movement behavior, as well as the content distribution efficiency. Several researchers have examined human mobility models, such as [13, 14]. Mobility traces are important for analyzing human movement patterns and using data collected from a global positioning service (GPS) or academic experiments “human moves are highly predictable” [13]. Two classes of models for mobility have been utilized. One is a trace-based model that is defined by statistics from traces, however this can be very complex to implement and also it’s narrowed to a specified scenario so it can not express a “general model” for user movement. The other is a synthetic model that takes location preference, time schedules, and social connections into consideration. However, the synthetic model might need validation using existing traces. A mobility model of “Heterogeneous Human Walk” based on an overlapping community structure was introduced in [14]. The tradeoff between reality and complexity made the overlapping communities generated through the synthetic method different than social graphs or real life traces.

Mobile social network friendship relations are explored in [15]. A new metric is introduced which is called “social pressure metric (SPM)”. This metric can reflect the node relations with better accuracy by considering the three aspects: meeting frequency, meeting longevity, and regularity. The same paper proposes
a routing algorithm and the forwarding is based on the nodes’ relationship: “a node will forward data message to nodes that contain the destination nodes in their friendship communities”. The routing algorithm was evaluated by two real DTN traces and a synthetic mobility trace, in comparison with several previously used routing algorithms. The results shown that this new routing algorithm out performed than the previous “benchmark algorithms” of “Prophet” in[16], “SimBet” in [17], and “Fresh” in [18] in terms of routing efficiency using the three traces.

Social connections related studies have shown that human networks can be quite complex to represent and network graphs are usually used to express the connections between human beings. Three of the most commonly used graphs to represent different connection structures between individuals are: random graph, scale-free graph, and small-world graph.

A random graph can be used for a “first approximation for networks” whose structure is “unknown except for the number of vertices and edges” [19]. Different probability distributions can be used to create graphs by different random graph models [20]. For a social network in real world, the graphs are not totally randomly structured. “Clustering” exists in the real world social networks. However, a random graph does not possess this clustering. In a scale-free graph, a power law distribution of degrees exists for the vertices [21]. This means that highly connected people will have a higher probability to connect to people newly added to the network. Many networks are scale free networks, such as a social network and biological networks. However, a scale-free network is still not the “ultimate model” for all social networks due to the complex scaling problem of human network [19]. A small world graph is a kind of graph in which most nodes can be reached by a small number of hops or steps. Such a graph is also highly clustered, but the growth of the diameter (“maximum distance separating two vertices in the graph”) [19] follows a logarithmic distribution. We can describe this mathematically as $L \propto \log N$

2.3 Epidemic Algorithms

In recent years, researchers shown a great interest in biological systems and believed that nature could provide a good paradigm for modem systems and guide the design of algorithms. A survey by Falko Dressler and Ozgur Akanb [23]
illustrates the great potentials for bio-inspired networking. Epidemic algorithms are only one small aspect of this paradigm, which researchers adopted from biological systems. In this section, several main epidemic algorithms are introduced. One of these algorithms will be further considered in our content distribution simulation. The original use of epidemic theory was to predict the spread of disease in nature. A close analogy can be made from a disease spreading between human beings to information dissemination between nodes of a network. The epidemic theory used in information dissemination can be regarded as a “store-carry-forward” paradigm, where a node stores and carries certain information which it forwards to its neighbors within a certain communication range [8]. In each epidemic round, a node might have one of the following three states: Susceptible, Infective, and Recovered. An explanation of these three states follows:

**Susceptible**  
The node does not have the specific information, but has a possibility to get it.

**Infective**  
The node has the specific information and can infect others, i.e., delivery this information to other nodes.

**Recovered**  
The node has a copy of the information, but it will no longer delivery this information to others nor will it receive the same information again.

Different epidemic models characterize different processes of infection, here the process for spreading information. These epidemic models can be divided into different classes based on immunity. The three most commonly used models are: Susceptible-Infective (SI) Model, Susceptible-Infective-Recovered (SIR) Model, and Susceptible-Infective- Susceptible (SIS) Model.

### 2.3.1 Susceptible-Infective (SI) Model

In this model, all nodes are initially considered to be susceptible. When the infection period starts, the node becomes infected when it receives the information and tries to transmit this information to its neighbors. All infected nodes remains infective until all nodes are infected. Since there is no mechanism for a node to stop infecting others, some method(s) should be employed to the stop of the infection when there are no susceptible nodes in the whole network.

### 2.3.2 Susceptible-Infective-Susceptible (SIS) Model

The SIS model has the same starting period as the SI model. However, the difference is that in the SIS model, there exists a condition when a node stops spreading the information to its neighbors due to its own temporarily recovered
state. In this state, the node will no longer infect others, but must revert to being a susceptible nodes before it is infected again. The SIS model was first introduced by Herbert W. Hethcote in 1973 [24].

2.3.3 Susceptible-Infective-Recovered (SIR) Model

In the SIR diffusion model, nodes are classified into susceptible nodes $S(t)$, infected nodes $I(t)$, and recovered nodes $R(t)$. If $N$ is the total population, then at a given point in time $t$:

$$N = S(t) + I(t) + R(t)$$

The SIR model is similar to the SIS model except that each node will finally enter to a recovered state, which means this node will not spread information to others. The SIR model has been widely used and we will also implement this model in our simulation as the basic information diffusion/infection model.

In addition to the above three classes, there are also other epidemic models used, such as the Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered (SEIR) model and other gossip algorithms. We will not further explain these model in this thesis, more information related to epidemic models can be found in [25].

2.4 Mobility Models

Mobility models play an important role in the simulation and performance evaluation of a protocol or algorithm in a mobile ad hoc network environment. There are generally two types of mobility models for simulation: synthetic models and real life traces [26]. Models build up based on mathematical models are regarded as synthetic models. Models such as Random Waypoint Model, Random Direction Model, and Gauss-Markov Model are all widely used synthetic models. On the other hand, real life traces obtained from long term experiments measuring nodes’ location or movement can well represent the mobility of nodes under certain circumstances. One of the most popular traces is the Reality Mining project carried out at the MIT Media Laboratory in 2005 [27]. In this project Bluetooth devices are used to collect data about movements of participants. There are also similar projects, such as the “Wireless Topology Discovery project at UCSD” [28], the user mobility experiment using Bluetooth enabled PDAs at the University of Toronto [29], and the user mobility model measured from traces of Wi-Fi traffic at Dartmouth College[30]. However, the number of publicly available traces open to public is still limited and the scenarios where these traces can be used are quite narrow. Additionally, the data generated through
the traces are not flexible since the distribution of speed or density of nodes, etc., are normally fixed to a specified value. For this reason synthetic models are often preferred over experimental traces. Below we will introduce two different synthetic models which are the most used models for simulations: the Random Waypoint Mobility model and the Gauss-Markov Mobility model. These two models were used in this thesis project’s simulations.

2.4.1 Random Waypoint Mobility Model

This mobility model has been widely used for simulation [31][32]. In the random waypoint mobility model, the mobile node chooses a destination randomly within the boundary. Then the mobile node will head toward this destination with a speed, which can be uniformly selected from within a predefined interval. The node will pause for a period of time upon arrival at the destination, after this pause the mobile node repeats the procedure with another destination. This model can also be simplified by setting the pause time to zero, as for example in [33], the result is similar to the Random Walk Mobility Model. A long pause time will lead to a more stable network even with high speed movements. When the node heads to another destination, a new speed is selected. An important problem in the random waypoint model is initialization, which needs careful consideration, in order to avoid warm up problems. In the performance evaluation in [12], the average neighbor percentage in the initial stage is relatively high compared to other times during the simulation. This higher neighbor percentage will lead to overestimation of the performance. There are several solutions for this problem, for example, dropping the initial 1000 seconds of simulation time to ensure the initialization period is removed or saving the previous nodes’ locations from a long running simulation and using this as the starting point of future simulations. In this thesis project we have adopted the second solution. Note that we have used the ending positions of one simulation as the starting positions for the subsequent simulation run. As a result it is as if a very long simulation were run with changes in the simulation parameters at different points in the single simulation.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the movement pattern generated by the Random Waypoint Mobility Model used in this thesis. The start position and end position are shown as a green circle and a red cross respectively.
2.4.2 Gauss-Markov Mobility Model

The original use of the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model was to predict mobile nodes’ future locations. This model was initially introduced by B. Liang and Z. J. Haas in their simulation of wireless personal communication service (PCS)[34]. Initially, the mobile node has an initial speed and direction. After a fixed time interval, the speed and direction will be updated to a new speed and a new direction. The correlation between the new velocity($V_n$) or direction($D_n$) of $n^{th}$ time interval and the previous velocity($V_{n-1}$) or direction($D_{n-1}$) of the $(n - 1)^{st}$ time interval can be expressed in the following equations:

\[
V_n = \alpha V_{n-1} + (1 - \alpha) \bar{v} + \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2} V_{x_n}
\]

\[
D_n = \alpha D_{n-1} + (1 - \alpha) \bar{d} + \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2} D_{x_n}
\]
In the two equations above, $\alpha$ is a parameter between $[0, 1]$ which controls the randomness between the previous and current movement, while $\bar{v}$ and $\bar{d}$ stand for the mean velocity and mean direction respectively and the $V_n$ and $D_n$ are random variables from a Gaussian distribution. This method was used in [35] to implement the Gauss-Markov mobility model and it has also been used in this thesis project.

This model can be adapted for different randomness levels using the parameter $\alpha$. The coupling to the previous location and velocity overcomes the Random Walk model’s problem of “sudden stops” and “sharp turns”.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the movement pattern generated from the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model used in this thesis project. The start position and end position are shown in green circle and red cross respectively.

Figure 2.2: The mobility graph of a single node generated from a Gauss-Markov Mobility Model with $\alpha = 0.85$ and speed range $= [0, 5.5]\text{m/s}$

In addition to the two models described above, there are several other synthetic mobility models, including: Random Walk Mobility Model, Random Direction
Mobility Model, and some group mobility models. Further details about these other mobility models can be found in [12].

Although widely used, synthetic models have some problems. The major problem is that the results of the synthetic models can differ significantly from the node mobility observed in reality. The movements of nodes in random mobility models are not in accordance with real life human movements. However, in this thesis and our simulations, we will not take these problems into further consideration.
Chapter 3

Method

In order to carry out our study of content distribution using epidemic methods, simulation models need to be set up. The choice of mobility model is fundamental for content distribution in mobile networks since it controls the mobility of the mobility nodes within a certain area. Given suitable parameters, the mobility model should be consistent with the inner connectivities and relationships between nodes. Matlab was chosen for generating mobility models, since it is provides matrix calculations. Another important element in the simulation is the SIR epidemic model for distributing contents to others. This model was also programed in the Matlab environment. In this chapter we will describe these models in more detail.

3.1 Mobility Models

In order to study content distribution in a mobile network with relation to social connections between people, we have adopted the widely used Random Waypoint Mobility Model and Gauss-Markov Mobility Model as the basic mobility models for our mobile nodes. As introduced in section 2.4, these two mobility models are synthetic mobility models. We discuss the implementation details of these two models in the following subsections.

3.1.1 Implementing the Random Waypoint Mobility Model

The first and most important thing when setting up a mobility model is to choose suitable parameters. The parameters in our model were chosen based on several other papers’ synthetic model models, specifically those used in [15, 1, 36]. In these papers, a square area of size $1,000 \times 1,000$ $m^2$ is used for all the mobility simulations. Several sets of basic parameters are listed in Table 3.1. These
parameters were used in the Random Waypoint Mobility Model described in [1].

Table 3.1: Parameters for Mobility Model in [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>50, 100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxSpeed</td>
<td>5, 50</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause Time</td>
<td>0, 1, 100, 1500</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration Time</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Size</td>
<td>1000 × 1000</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the random waypoint mobility model of [36], the speed range is [0.1, 20] m/s, which is similar to the speed range of [20, 120] m/minute used in [15]. Note that the speed is chosen uniformly randomly over the range. Based on the values above, we implemented our own mobility model using the set of parameters shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Random Waypoint Mobility Model Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>50, 100, 200</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxSpeed range</td>
<td>[0, 20]</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause Time</td>
<td>0, 10, 60, 120</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking Time range</td>
<td>[0, 60]</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Size</td>
<td>1000 × 1000</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration Time</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One important issue in the implementation of the random waypoint mobility model is the initial startup problem. In order to reduce the over estimation of neighbors during a start up period, a long enough simulation is needed to bring the system into a “warm” state. In this thesis a long simulation was done once and the ending position of all nodes were saved. These saved node positions are used in subsequent simulation as the initial start position for all of the nodes. Then after each simulation run, the last position of all nodes are recorded and saved for as the nodes’ location in the next simulation run. If the next destination is outside the boundary during the simulation, then the direction is changed into a reflection when the node reaches the boundary. The node will keep heading in the reflection direction until the end of this walking period.

3.1.2 Implementing the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model

There are no so many existed Gauss-Markov mobility models implemented due to its complexity in route calculation, since the future speed and direction in the
3.2. **Epidemic Model**

The SIR model was chosen to describe when users distribute content to each other. The reason why we use SIR model compared to the other models is that this SIR model can be good represent the human behavior to new messages. People tend
Figure 3.1: The first constraint of boundary problem for Gauss-Markov Mobility Model

to sent new messages to others when they firstly receive them and they will lose interest to delivery it others after a period of time. Also, the SIR model has a removed period which will be good from the energy consumption aspect. As introduced in Chapter 2, the nodes in the SIR model have three stages: susceptible, infected, and recovered. Each node must be in one of these three stages. We use a infect flag $I_n$ to stands for the infection stage of node $n$. The parameters we used with the SIR Epidemic Model are listed in Table 3.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infection Range</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection Status</td>
<td>0, 1, 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection Count</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection Time</td>
<td>[1, 200]</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The infection range is used to limit when content can be transferred to other nodes. In [15] and [36], the communication range between mobility nodes is set to the same value of 30 meters. If a node is within this infection range, then an infected node can infect others, (i.e., send the content to another node). Here we do not consider the probability of successful transmission and we ignore the size of the
3.2. Epidemic Model

content (i.e., we assume instantaneous transmission). The content is consider to be transmitted within a very short time as compared to the time before the next movement. The “Infection Status” can be one of the three different values (0, 1, 2), where 0 stands for the susceptible stage, 1 stands for the infected stage, and 2 stands for the recovered stage. The “Infection Count” is the the maximum number of times each infected node will be triggered to send content during an infection period. The “Infection Interval” is the interval of time during which an infected node will be triggered to send content.

In this SIR epidemic model, we use a simple implementation of infection. In order to achieve fairness for different nodes, the “InfectionTime” and "InfectCount" are set so that each node will not have too heavy a burden for infecting other nodes, i.e, it will not have to transfer content too many times, hence avoiding excessive energy consumption. We implemented unicast transmission for this infection. In unicast of infection, we assume that an infected node will infect others one by one, but within a very short time so that we can ignore the movement of the nodes.

In this model, we first introduce a content item into a selected node. Then this node will infect others during a period, until its infection comes to an end. We consider the system’s status after a fixed period of time, then we try to figure out what the content distribution will be within this period of time. The success rate is calculated at the end of this fixed period of time. There are two situations when infection will end. One situation is that all nodes in the simulation area are infected, which means that the content has been successfully received by all nodes. The other situation is that not all nodes are infected, but there are no infected nodes within the area, which means all nodes that were once infected have transitioned into the recovered stage and there are no longer any nodes in the infected stage which can infect susceptible nodes. In the second situation, we must calculate the success rate of the content distribution during this period. There are two metrics for evaluating a content distribution period: success rate, delay. These metrics are:

Success rate  After an infection period, the successful rate is the percentage of nodes that successfully received the content compared to the total number of nodes.

Delay  The time recorded from the start of the infection to the end of the infection period.
3.3 Social network aspect of the implementation

Social behaviors are adopted in mobile network for epidemic means of content distribution in a Mobile Social Network environment [15]. The relationships between nodes are important for sharing information between friends/acquaintances. Unlike the previous model’s simple probability of infection, mobile nodes with a social relationship will selectively share their content with other nodes. A simple category is used for categorize two nodes’ relationship. There are only two types of relationships considered in our simulation: friends and non-friends. More categories could be applied based on setting different thresholds, but in this thesis project we only use the two types described above. In order to find the relationships among mobile nodes, we use the nodes’ meeting time (denoted as $M_t$) to define the relationship between nodes.

We will firstly analyze the nodes’ meeting situations during a fix time period. If two nodes’ meeting time is above a certain threshold, we regard the two nodes as having a friendship relationship. If two nodes’ meeting time is below the threshold, we regard the two nodes as not having a friendship relationship with each other. Content distribution is only succeed between two nodes with friendship relationship, other than previous fully successful situation which is in regardless of two nodes’ social relationship.

In the simulation of a social network, the previous Random Waypoint Mobility Model is used as the mobility model. The simulation of a Mobile Social Network is carried out in two steps. In the first step, the simulation of mobility models were run for a period of time T. We use a period of time to determine the friendship relationship based on the calculation of previous meeting times. Different lengths of test sequences for building up social relationship were implemented during the simulation. In the second step, the infection model is applied with a social threshold for content distribution based on the relationships generated by the different test sequences. The results are collected based upon four parameters: threshold, infect time, infect count, and testing sequence length. These results are shown in section 4.3.
Chapter 4

Analysis

After setting up the various models, we use these models to simulate content distribution. In this chapter we will first analyze the influence of several important parameters in the two mobility models for content distribution. Then we analyze the infection model parameters for content distribution, e.g., success rate and delay. Finally we will simulate content distribution with social relationships and compare the results with the earlier non-social relationship models.

4.1 Evaluation with different parameters for the mobility models

In this section, different parameters of Random Waypoint Mobility (abbreviated as RM) Model and Gauss-Markov Mobility (abbreviated as GM) Model are analyzed to show how these basic mobility model parameters will influence content distribution in terms of the following aspects: successful rate and delay. There are two parameters common to both in the Random Waypoint Mobility Model and the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model: speed and number of nodes.

For the Random Waypoint Mobility Model, the pause time is important and we will examine if this pause time influences the content distribution. For Gauss-Markov Mobility Model, the randomness degree ($\alpha$) is important and we will examine if it affects the content distribution.

4.1.1 Effect of speed on success rate and delay

In order to analyze the influence of speed, we fixed the other parameters of both RM and GM mobility models. Here we used 100 nodes for both models and the pause time for RM was set to zero, the $\alpha$ value of GM is set to 0.75. We use
moderate values of parameter (node number = 100 and $\alpha=0.75$) in the simulation because we don’t want to get extreme results. A duration of 10000s is used here for the constraint of the infection time.

We will firstly analyze the random differences for different rounds of simulations. We use four different rounds of 1, 10, 50 and 100 for success rate at the speed of 5m/s. The results of success rate distribution is showed in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: Different simulation rounds at speed of 5m/s](image)

From the result we can see that for different rounds, different results of success rates’ regions are generated. As the simulation rounds increases, the success rate region covers more situations of results which means the more rounds will enhance better coverage for results. However, as simulation rounds increases, the simulation time increases so we use maximum 100 rounds for the following simulations in terms of both good coverage and efficiency.
4.1. Evaluation with Different Parameters for the Mobility Models

In the following simulations, each model was simulated for 100 rounds with an infection time of 10000s and the results of these 100 times are shown in the probability density bar charts. The success rates for both models are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The delays for both models are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

![Probability Density Bar Charts](image)

Figure 4.2: RM speed versus success rates for maximum speeds of 5, 10, 20, and 50 m/s

![Probability Density Bar Charts](image)
Figure 4.3: GM speed versus success rates for maximum speeds of 5, 10, 20, and 50 m/s

In the bar charts of success rate for RM and GM, as the speed increases from 5m/s to 50m/s, both models shown a trend suggesting that the success rate increases as the node speed increases. For speeds of 20m/s and 50m/s, the probability of success rate was 1 which means that there was 100% of delivery within the 10000s.
4.1. Evaluation with Different Parameters for the Mobility Models

Figure 4.4: RM speed versus delays for maximum speeds of 5, 10, 20, and 50 m/s
Figure 4.5: GM speed versus delays for maximum speeds of 5, 10, 20, and 50 m/s

In the bar charts of delay for both RM and GM, as the speed increases from 5m/s to 50m/s, both model shown a trend that the delay decreases as the speed increases.

Comparing the same speed for the two different mobility models GM and RM, when the speed is 10m/s, the average delay of GM is slightly higher than for RM. This same relationship is true when the speed is 5m/s and 50m/s. We draw the conclusion that with same speed, the RM mobility model is slightly more sensitive to epidemic content distribution than the GM mobility model. This is be to expected since in the RM model the nodes will shift their positions abruptly, hence there is a high probability of being near enough to infect another node in a short period of time.
4.1. Evaluation with different parameters for the mobility models

4.1.2 Effect of number of nodes on success rate and delay

Within a certain area, the number of nodes will also affect content distribution. Here we fix the other parameters for both RM and GM mobility models and we test the influence of four different numbers of nodes. The same duration of 10000s is used and each model is simulated for 100 simulation runs. The success rate results for both models are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. The delay results for both models are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.6: Number of nodes node versus success rate for the RM mobility model
Figure 4.7: Number of nodes versus success rate for the GM mobility model

In the bar charts of success rate for RM and GM, as the number of nodes increases from 50 to 200, both sets of results shown a trend that the success rate increases as the number of nodes increases. This is to be expected because the number of nodes per units area increases, hence the probability of an infection increases.
4.1. Evaluation with different parameters for the mobility models

Figure 4.8: Number of nodes versus delay for the RM mobility model
The RM delay results shown an obvious trend that the width of the distribution and the mean of the distribution of the delay time decreased as the number of nodes increased. However, the GM delay results are not as obvious when compared to the RM delay results. The distribution changes slightly as the node number increases. This illustrates that the content distribution using RM mobility model is more sensitive to the number of nodes than GM mobility model.

The GM results also show that there is a very large (but decreasing) number of nodes that experience a very long delay (the peak at 10000s). The mean of the rest of the distribution does decrease as expected with increasing numbers of nodes, since the number of nodes per unit area increases with the increase in numbers of nodes. (Going from 50 to 250 nodes would reduce the average distance between nodes by a factor or 2 - hence the delay should reduce by roughly 1/2.)
4.1. Evaluation with different parameters for the mobility models

4.1.3 RM pause time

The pause time in the RM mobility model will influence the content distribution. As shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, it is clear that as expected as the pause time increases, the success rate decreases and the delay increases. Although it was shown in [12] that a longer pause creates a more stable network, here we can see that this will have a negative influence on the content distribution success rate and delay. The reason is that when increasing pause time, the average speed of the node time will be reduced, hence for the same simulation time, the node’s movement will be slower with a higher pause time.

Figure 4.10: RM pause time versus success rate
Figure 4.11: RM pause time versus delay
4.1. EVALUATION WITH DIFFERENT PARAMETERS FOR THE MOBILITY MODELS

4.1.4 GM alpha

The value of $\alpha$ in the GM mobility model will influence the content distribution. Five different values were used ranging from 0 to 1. The $\alpha$ a tuning parameter of the randomness of the mobility which we introduced in section 3.1.2. The results are shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13.

![Figure 4.12: GM success rate as a function of $\alpha$](image)

The distribution for success rate for the five different values of $\alpha$ is almost the same, except for slightly increases in the width of the distribution around 1.
We can see from Figure 4.12 that there is no obvious affect as the \( \alpha \) value increases from 0 to 1. As a result the delay time distributions are similar with no clearly trend as the \( \alpha \) value increases from 0 to 1. From these results, we can draw the conclusion that for GM mobility, increasing the value of \( \alpha \) value will not strongly infect the content distribution success rate or delay.
4.2 Evaluation of Epidemic model

In the simulation, we use the SIR epidemic model for content distribution and we have implemented the SIR epidemic models together with the Random Waypoint Mobility Model. In our analysis we will consider fairness during content distribution. In this section we will analyze how different parameters in the Epidemic model affect content distribution. In this section, the results are shown when using the basic SIR epidemic model for content distribution together with a Random Waypoint Mobility Model. In this implementation, two parameters (infect time and the infect count) are introduced. We will examine how these two parameters of two epidemic models will affect the successful rate and delay for content distribution.

The simulation was categorized into four steps in section 4.2.1, section 4.2.2, section 4.2.3, and section 4.2.4. We use the RM mobility models with 100 nodes and a maximum speed of 20m/s in order to quickly distribute content. The infection range is set to 30m. The pause time was set to zero in order to quickly distribute content.

4.2.1 Content distribution without infect time and infect count limit

In the first step, we simulated the epidemic model with no limitation of infection time or infection count under the predefined Random Waypoint Mobility Model. In this situation, the infection period can be regarded as the SI epidemic model and there no nodes are removed during this infection period. The results are shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>success rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delay</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results above are ideal results and the delay is rather small as each infected node will infect other susceptible nodes once they meet. But in reality, considerations about constraints are important from both the cost and efficient aspects. It would be rather unfair for all nodes to infect others without limit. For this reason, two parameters (infect time and infect count) are introduced. We will explore whether these two parameters contribute to fairness and efficiency.
4.2.2 Content distribution with different infect count limits

In the second step, we limit the “infect count” of our epidemic model and use the same mobility model traces generated during the previous step. We consider different limits where each node may infect others $N$ times ($N=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10$) before becoming the removed nodes from the set of infectors. The total simulation time is 10000s. The first result shown the infect count versus delay over the whole simulation time. The second result illustrates each node’s infection period (which we called the infect time for each node) as a distribution in ascend order. The results are shown in Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15, and Figure 4.16.

From the result we see that each infect count limits’ delay is less than the total simulation time (10000s), which means that all content was successfully distributed within the simulation time. We do not show the success rate since the success rate is 1 for all infect count limits. The delay shows a decreasing trend as the infect count limits increases until with a limit of 6 infections the delay reaches the previous ideal delay time (of 157s) without any constraint on the infection count.
Here we analyze how the infect count limit will affect each node’s infection period. Here we show a comparison of node’s in an ascending order of infection periods. The results are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. The figure of every node’s infection period distribution (a) is an overall of the results for all different count limit while the figure of every node’s infection period distribution (b) is a closer look for infect count limit above 2.

![Figure 4.15: RM SIR: every node’s infection period distribution (a)](image-url)
It is clear from these results that nodes’ infection period has a decrease trend as the infect count limit increases. When the infect count limit equals to 1, the infection period for each node is relative high, which is the situation shown in Figure 4.15. A closer look is displayed in Figure 4.16, where we can see that when the infect count limit increases from 2 to 5, the infection period decreases. However, as the infect count continually increases, the trend is not so obvious. The unlimited infect count limit behavior is almost the same as the infect count limits of 8, 9, and 10. There is a interesting discovery that when infect count equals to 7, the infection period is slightly lower than the other infect count limits as well as the unlimited infect count situation. From this result, we can see that increasing the infect count limit does not always lead to the lowest infection period for the nodes. There exists an infect count limit (in our case is infect count=7), when we can get a slightly shorter infection period while preserving the shortest delay (delay=157 for infect count 7). This situation occurs is simply because of the fact that with an infection count of 7 that the distribution has already reached the minimum delay, hence increasing the infection count limit does not have any further effect on delay but increases the time that a node is infected.
4.2.3 Content distribution with different infect time limits

In the third step, we apply the “infect time” to the same epidemic model, and each node might infect others for a period “infect time” before being removed. In the meanwhile, the infect count is set to unlimited. Content can only be delivered during the infect time. We use several different infect time values (infect time=10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100, 120, 150, 160, 180, 200s) for our simulations. The results are shown in Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18, and Figure 4.19.

![Figure 4.17: RM SIR: different infect time limits versus delay](image)

From Figure 4.16 we can see that as the infect time increases, the delay first increases to a peak, then decreases until reaching the limit time (this limit time is the same as previous mentioned when there was unlimited infection time). The reason the delay first increases is that the infect time is so limited at the beginning that the infection is quite hard to distribute. As infect time limit increase, more nodes will be infected and nodes will have a longer period of infect time to distribute their content to others before being removed, thus the time increases as the infection period becomes longer. As more nodes are being infected, the chance of infecting new nodes decreases so there will be no added delay (since the content is already reaching every node). However, as the infect time increases, each node will have greater probability of meeting other nodes during their infection period,
so the delay time decrease before reaching the limited of 157s. When the infect time is above 100s, the delay remains at 157s. The success rate associated with each infect time is shown in Figure 4.18.

![Figure 4.18: RM SIR: different infect time versus success rate](image)

The success rate shows an increasing trend as the infect time increases. When the infect time is above 70s, the success rate is 1, which means the content is successfully distributed to all nodes once the infect time is above 70s.
Figure 4.19 shows the infect time from 10s to 120s. We simulate the infect times of 150, 180, and 200, but they shown the same results as an infect time 120s, so we use the infect time 120s to represent the infect time above it. The results of an infect time 120s is the same as the unlimited infect time result. It is clear from the figure that the distribution of infection count for each node is quite uneven. Roughly 45% nodes do not infect others. Less than 10% of the nodes will infect more than 4 others.

Figure 4.19: RM SIR: every node’s infection count distribution
4.2.4 Discussion about content distribution with both different infect count and infect time limits

In this subsection we explore the fairness of transmissions between nodes. We implemented both infect time and infect count limits as infection constraints on content distribution in our fourth step. From the earlier results, we set the infect count limit denoted by \( N \) \((N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)\) and the infect time limit denoted by \( T_i \) \((T_i = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200)\). The success rate and delay results are shown respectively in Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, and Figure 4.22.

From the Figure 4.19, we can see that when the infect count limit is not 1, then for every infect time limit above 50s, the success rate is above 0.9. The affect of the infect count limit is not very obvious compared to the affect of the infect time limit. When the infect time limit is 70s and infect count limit is 7, then the success rate reaches 1.

Figure 4.20: RM SIR: different infect count and infect time’s success rate
In Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22, the delay is displayed with different infect time limits and infect count limits.

Figure 4.21: RM SIR: lowest cost with limited infect count and infect time limits on overall delay

From Figure 4.20, we can see that except for the infect count 1, all delays are below 500s. The delay shows a trend of decreasing as the infect count limit increases, which is the same as earlier results. Next we take a close look at infect count limits from 2 to 10 in Figure 4.22.
Figure 4.22: RM SIR: lowest cost with limited infect count and infect time’s delay

From a close look at Figure 4.21, we can see that for a fixed infect time limit, the delay is the same as for an infect count limit over 7. The lowest delay is firstly achieved with an infect count limit of 7 and an infect time limit of 100s.
4.3 Evaluation with Social Network Implementation

In this section, a simple "Friendship evaluation method" is implemented. The simulation time for calculating people’s friendship relationship is 10000s. And the simulation time for content distribution is 1000s. Using 10000s for social relationship building up provides an acceptable time bound for whole the simulation. The content distribution simulation time is 1000s since we want to examine the content distribution within a limited time range which is shorter compared to the time for building up social relationships.

4.3.1 Results of average node meeting time

We firstly analyzed the median meeting times using the Random Waypoint Mobility Model. Different simulation times’ median meeting times are shown in Figure 4.23.

![Figure 4.23: RM median meeting times vs simulation time](image)

From Figure 4.22, it is clear that there is almost a linear increase in nodes’ median meeting times as the total simulation time increases. This figure shows an almost linear trend in the relationship between simulation time and nodes’ median meeting times for the Random Waypoint Mobility Model.
4.3.2 Results of different threshold situation

In the following simulations, a predefined simulation time was selected as the testing sequence time to calculate a node’s social relationship. We use different duration of testing sequence times for different levels of social relationships. The length varied between 1000s to 10000s. From the results in Figure 4.23, it is clear that the median meeting times increase as the length of the testing sequence time increases. The length of the testing sequence time can also be regarded as people’s familiarity level in a social network. In a social network, human interactions are important for the formation of social relationships. Relationships between people will be gradually enhanced if they are becoming familiar between each other within a society. The mobility model generated by the Random Waypoint Mobility Model can be a simplified model of the process of people becoming more familiar with each other. However, here we ignore other factors which might affect people’s relationships during the relationship formation period since the mobility model used here is simply a stochastic model without specific implementations of the social aspects of the nodes.

As introduced in section 3.3, a threshold value is introduced. This threshold is a fixed meeting time value, which acts as a boundary value to define two nodes’ relationship. If two nodes’ meeting time is above this threshold, then content can be delivered from one node to the other, otherwise the content will not be delivered.

The affect of different threshold values on content distribution are discussed in the following. The results of different thresholds versus the content distribution success rate and delay are shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. The content distribution time is limited to 1000 s and four different thresholds 100, 200, 300 and 400 are compared in the figure. The infection time limit of the epidemic model was fixed to 800s and infect count limit was fixed to 8 to facilitate content distribution.
Figure 4.24: RM social threshold versus duration of relationship testing sequence

Figure 4.25 shows that as the threshold increases from 100 to 400, a longer testing sequence time is needed if the content is to be successfully distributed to all nodes (i.e., to achieve a success rate of 100 percent). Also, for each different threshold value, if we want the content distribution to be successful, then we should first find a suitable testing sequence time, above which there is the possibility of success. Since the testing sequence time represents people’s familiarity level, this model also shows the social meaning of people’s familiarity level increase higher, with a higher probability of successful content distribution.
It is more clear in Figure 4.25 the delay is 800s (a preset infection time) from the beginning, and it remains 800s until the testing sequence time reaches a certain limit and then the delay increases to 1000s (which is the preset time bound for content distribution). The content can be delivered during the 1000s even though the distribution may not be 100% successful. As the testing sequence time increases, the delay drops dramatically from 1000 s to around 150s. The four different threshold shown the same decreasing trend in figure 4.25 until they reach the lowest delay. This result suggests that as people become more familiar with each other, the content distribution delay can be reduced using our model. Before reaching the lowest delay, we compare the two figures (Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25) when the threshold is 100s. After 1500s of testing sequence time, the success rate reaches 1 and remains 1, but the delay drops as the testing sequence duration increases. A similar trend occurs for thresholds of 200, 300, and 400. We can see that for a fixed threshold, when the success rate reaches 1, there is also a certain period during which the delay decreases before reaching the lowest value.
4.3.3 Results of different infect time situation

In previous our analysis of the threshold, we fixed the infect time to be 800s. Here we compare different infect time values to show the importance of the infect time on content distribution while considering different social relationship level (i.e., the length of the testing sequence period). We fix the threshold to be 300 and the infect count is unlimited. Seven different infect time limits are compared and the results are shown in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.26: RM infect Time versus relationship testing sequence duration (in seconds)

For each infect time curve, the success rate in Figure 4.26 shows an increasing trend as the testing sequence time period increase until the success rate reach 1, which means that the content is fully distributed to all nodes in the society. Comparing different infect time limit values, with a testing sequence time of 5000s for example, the success rate shows a trend of increasing as the infect time increases from 100s to 1000s, even the content is not fully distributed. From the figure we can see that infect time limits of 500s, 600s, 750s, and 1000s share the same success rate (as the success rate equals 1) when the testing sequence length is over 5800s. From a cost efficiency point of view, if we need to fully
distribute content based on a certain level of social relationship, we can determine the lowest infect time limit for which the social relationship is sufficient enough for successfully distribution.
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**Figure 4.27:** RM infect Time limit versus relationship testing sequence duration in seconds

In Figure 4.26, we can see the delay time for the beginning period equals the infect time. That is because the social relationship is too weak (i.e., the testing sequence is too short) to reach the threshold (threshold=300s) required for distributing content. At this period, the infected nodes will be removed when their infect time limits are reached, hence they will not able to infect new nodes so the infect time is the same as the delay time when no more suspected nodes exist, which means that the distribution process is finished. As the testing sequence time increases, nodes will be able to transmit content to others but only until the end of the simulation (1000s). If the content can not be successfully distributed, the delay equals 1000s (the simulations finish time). As social relationships increase, more nodes reach the threshold needed to transmit so the delay starts to drop, which means the success rate reaches to 1. The delay will drop as the social relationships increase.
until to a limiting value when all nodes have really high relationships so that the threshold value no longer has any effect on any nodes, so the ideal content transmission procedure will be applied to this situation.

### 4.3.4 Results of different infect count situation

Similar to previous simulation, here the threshold is set to 300s and same mobility trace is used. The infect time limit is set to 1000s, the same as the simulation time to make sure that this infect time limit will not affect the infect count limit’s results. Ten different infect count limits (1 to 10) are tested. The results are shown in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29.
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In these results we shown only six different infect count limits, because when the infect count limit is above 6, the same results are obtained so we only show the results of an infection count limit of 8 (as it represents all of the higher limits). We can see from Figure 4.28 that when the infect count limit is equal to 1, content can not be successful distribution during the simulation time (1000s). As the
infect count limit increases, then above a certain social relationship with a testing sequence time 5700s in the figure, all infect count limits will lead to successful content distribution. This result shows that when infect count limit is above 6, then the success rate will be the same even as the testing sequence duration increases. It is clear that changing the infect time limit will have a slight affect on the success rate, which is not as we expected except for the situation of an infect count limit of 1.
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**Figure 4.29: Delay: RM infect Count versus relationship testing sequence duration in seconds**

Concerning the delay time in Figure 4.29, the infect Count 1 is always 1000s (simulation time) since the content can not be fully distributed no matter how the testing sequence changes. The delay is 1000s at the beginning for all infect count limits, then when the success rate reaches 1, the delay starts to decrease. For the same testing sequence time duration, the infect count limit will slightly affect the delay if it does not reach the delay limit. But as the infect count limit increases, this affect will be weaker and will be the same for all infect count limits is above 6. This result shows delay decreases as the infect count increases until the infect count limit reaching a limit. Also for all infect count limits, the testing sequence time duration is important for the delay as the social relationship
gets stronger, as the delay decreases. However, there is an interesting abnormal situation on the lower right corner for infect count limit 2 and 3. As testing sequence time increases, the delay time fluctuates a bit. We can see that although social relationships level increases as testing sequence time increases, if the infect count limit is not large enough, which node is infected within the infect count limit will cause slight variance to the delay. But the overall delay decreasing trend is same as the testing sequence time increases.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future work

In this chapter, we will firstly state the conclusions of this project. Then we will discuss the possible future work. The chapter will end with some reflections on economic, social, and ethical issues associated with this thesis project.

5.1 Conclusion

In general, this thesis aims to study content distribution characteristics when using an epidemic distribution method and it studies the impact of several different parameters. Two stochastic mobility models were set up in a Matlab environment to provide a basic mobility environment for content distribution and an SIR epidemic model was set up for content dissemination. The impact of various parameters were evaluated for both mobility models and epidemic models. The results obtained in this thesis project are based upon statistical analysis. Unlike previous studies of epidemic routing, content distribution focuses on swiftly distributing information content to all people in a society, so the success rate and the delay time for content distribution were evaluated by simulation. The observed results as a function of the various parameters impact on both Random Waypoint Mobility Model and Gauss-Markov Mobility model showed that increasing of the speed of nodes and the number of nodes in a fixed area will have positive impact on content distribution. Longer pause time for the Random Waypoint mobility model will lead to a longer delay for content distribution. In the study of Gauss Markov mobility model, the results shown that increasing of the value of \( \alpha \) will not have an obvious impact on the content distribution success rate or delay time. The epidemic model was further explored under constraints of infect time limits and infect count limits. In these studies each node may infect another within a limited period of time or a limited infection period. The results showed that the infect time limit for each node will be important to the success rate and latency.
of content distribution. If the infect time limit is too short, then distribution will be unsuccessful. However, if the infect time limit is too long, then each node will suffer from a long time while searching for other nodes, which is not be a good option from an energy consumption point of view. On the other hand, the infect count of each nodes can be limited to achieve fairness for each node. From the results concerning every node’s infection count distribution, we can see that most of the nodes will not be able to contribute to delivering content to others; some other nodes will contribute highly to delivering content to others. As the infect count limit increases, the delivery delay will be shorter, thus there should be a trade off between delay time and fairness in content distribution. When each node’s infection period is fixed and we need the distribution to be finished as soon as possible, it is better to increase the infect count limit so that some node will expend some more energy to distribute content to other nodes.

In addition to the above results, we also tried to simulate how social relationships will influence content distribution. Based on the mobility model, we implemented a social relationship evaluation method based on nodes’ meeting time during a period of time. The Random Waypoint mobility model was used in the simulation. A threshold value is used to define a node’s relationship. The testing sequence were generated based on a node’s movement within a period of time. Different testing sequence durations were used to represent different levels of node’s relationships. The obtained results showed that as the testing sequence increases (which means that the social relationship between nodes increases), then success rate increases until reaching 1, which means the content is fully distributed to all nodes. The delay time showed a trend of decreasing until reaching to a minimum delay. As the relationship threshold increases, a higher barrier is created for content distribution, so that a longer testing sequence time is needed if the content is still to be fully distributed. The infect time limit and infect count limit are also tested in the social relationship model. If the infect time is long enough, then the social relationship will have less impact on the success rate. But the delay time will obviously be influenced by the testing sequence length (social relationship). Higher social relationships will shorten the delay time for successful content distribution until the delay reaches a certain limit. As for infect count limit, the results do not show an obvious impact on the infect count for the success rate as the testing sequence increases. The delay time, however, will be strongly influenced as the infect count limit increases. From the results obtained from the social relationships, we showed the social relationship’s important impact on content distribution. As the social relationship between nodes gets stronger, it is easier for a successful distribution to be achieved. For a successful distribution, as the social relationship between nodes gets stronger, the delay time decreases until reaching the delay of an ideal distribution.
Above all, this project has answered the questions brought up at the beginning of this thesis. The models set up under the Matlab environment can be reused by others who are interested in this topic or these models can be used to solve other problems.

5.2 Future work

In this thesis, the mobility models are both stochastic models which may not represent a specific situation or environment in real life. For these reasons the mobility model should be further improved to better suit a real scenario. Some real life traces could be taken into considerations. Also, this thesis does not explore or discuss situations with multiple infection nodes and multiple items of content. So these would be interesting topics to do research on. In this thesis project, we took a step forward in exploring social relationship’s impact on content distribution. However, the distribution criteria was based on meeting times, which could be improved by considering other more relevant criteria. Last but not least, similar simulations results of other works can be compared with our model in future. In our project we use similar parameters in another work about epidemic routing, but our purpose is to swiftly distribute content in a society other than epidemic routing. So in future study, we might find some more proper simulations results from other works for comparison.

5.3 Required reflections

This study reflected the content distribution characteristics using epidemic models in a mobile network and explored the impact of social relationship a content distribution. Various parameters are examined for content distribution success rate and speed. The trade off of energy consumption and fairness issues are also addressed in the work which will have potential benefits for users (in terms of low cost and fairness) in future implementation. This study illustrate several basic constraints for content distribution between people. The social relationship evaluation in this work provides a new insight in content distribution among mobile social networks. The mobility models and epidemic models generated under Matlab environment in this project can be reused for other researchers in future study of this project or other projects, which will provide a good foundation for further researches. Considering the limitations in the work, the problems listed in future work can also provide good motivations for the continuous study.
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